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Healthcare’s Pneumatic Tube Delivery System ExpertTM

Easy to Open and Close

Comfortable to Grip 

Integrated Barcodes 

High Performance Glide Bands

Durable Construction

Leak-resistant Seal

Pevco TEC-6™ | Trackable Ergonomic Carrier, 6”



Three styles of foam 

inserts - Pillow, Egg Crate 

and Nest  -are available to 

cushion fragile cargo. 

Pevco TEC-6 is available 

in 3 color combinations - 

clear/blue, clear/red 

and clear/green.

Pevco TEC - 6’s ergonomic design incorporates well placed, comfortable hand 

holds and contoured ends so healthcare staff can hold and load carriers more 

efficiently. Red/green latch status indicators help guarantee that carriers are 

closed properly.  

Pevco TEC-6™ also includes integrated barcodes to enable real-time tracking 

of every delivery. When combined with Pevco Tracker™, transaction data and 

arrival confirmation for any carrier sent is stored in a database and available 

to authorized staff.

Molded from BPA free Eastman Tritan™ copolyester, Pevco TEC -6 

benefits from the material’s super-durability, lasting clarity, and scratch 

resistance. Combined with long-wearing nylon glide bands, tough 

stainless steel hinges, high-density polyethylene end-caps that absorb 

landing impact, and Pevco’s patented leak resistant seal, the TEC-6 is 

built to stand-up to the most demanding 24/7 hospital environment. 

Pevco TEC -6™ carrier is designed to be used with 6” hospital pneumatic 

tube delivery systems and is available in three color combinations – 

clear / blue, clear/ red and clear / green. 

Exclusively for 6” HealthCare 
Pneumatic Tube Systems 

Pevco TEC-6™ | Trackable Ergonomic Carrier, 6”

For more information on Pevco’s quality products and services, visit www.pevco.com or call 800.296.7382

High-Density Polyethylene 
End Caps Absorb 
Landing Impact       

Conveniently placed 
hand holds

Contoured ends make
for easy pick up

Dependable low-
profile latches

Leak- resistant seal

Tough stainless steel hinges

Color - coded latch
status indicators

Integrated barcode 
for tracking
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